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G3 AUTODOME CAMERA 
MONOCHROME INDOOR VERSION with 18X ZOOM LENS
ARCHITECTURAL AND ENGINEERING SPECIFICATION 
Section 13740 – Closed Circuit Video Surveillance Systems
 
PART 2 – PRODUCTS

2.01	MANUFACTURER
A. Bosch Security Systems
850 Greenfield Road
Lancaster, PA 17601
Tel. (800) 326-3270
Fax. (717) 735-6560

B.	This product shall be manufactured by a firm whose quality system is in compliance with the I.S./ISO 9001/EN 29001, QUALITY SYSTEM.

C. The manufacturer shall provide a three year (3) warranty. 

2.02  GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
G3 AUTODOME CAMERA 
MONOCHROME VERSION with 18X ZOOM LENS 

A. The product specified shall be a domed camera system available in pendant or in-ceiling mounted versions designed for monochrome, indoor surveillance applications. The camera system consists of an integrated high resolution, CCD camera with a 1/4-inch imager and an 18X auto-iris, auto-focus zoom lens; a variable/high speed, 360 pan/tilt unit; and an intelligent, integral receiver/driver. The camera is designed to perform over a wide range of lighting conditions. This camera system is compatible with the Bosch Allegiant series switcher/controller, the System4 Video Management System, the DESA Series DVRs, DiBos Digital Video Recorder, Divar DVR, and LTC 5136 AutoDome Controller. 


B. The camera shall be equipped with an 18x optical zoom lens. A full 12x digital zoom shall then be functional once the maximum 18x optical zoom limit has been reached. The 12x digital zoom lens shall be on/off selectable from the system controller keyboard.
1) To ensure optimal zoom control, the camera shall provide a scaling function that automatically adjusts the speed of the pan or tilt movement dependent upon the field of view of the lens. When the zoom lens is set for wide angle field of view, the joystick of the controller keyboard will allow the speed of the pan and tilt to operate faster than when the lens is set to a narrow zoomed in field of view. Slower pan and tilt speeds when the lens is zoomed in provides for more controlled target tracking by the operator.  

C. The camera’s 360 pan rotation shall is divided into 16 independent sectors with 16-character titles per sector. Any or all of the 16 sectors may be blanked from the operator’s view. 
In addition to the blanking function, a privacy masking feature shall be provided that allows creation of up to six (6) rectangular masks that prohibit areas of the field of view from being seen even if the camera is panned, tilted, or zoomed.

D. A Fast Address mode to set the camera address number for control shall be remotely programmable from the system controller keyboard or directly settable via thumbwheel switches located within the camera.

E. The camera shall allow the storage of up to 99 preset scenes with each preset programmable for 16 character titles. A tour function shall be available to consecutively display each of the preset scenes for a programmed dwell time. Any or all of the presets may be included or excluded from the tour.

F. The camera shall be capable of recording two (2) separate tours of an operator’s keyboard movements consisting of, tilt, and zoom activities for a total combined duration time of 15 minutes. Recorded tours can be continuously played back.  

G. When an operator stops manual control of the camera, and a programmed period of time is allowed to expire, the camera will execute one of the following programmable options: 1) return to preset #1  2) return to the automated tour previously executed  3) do nothing.  

H. The camera shall ensure that any advanced commands required to program the camera are accessed via three levels of password protection ranging from low to high security.

I. The camera system shall provide a feature that automatically rotates, or pivots, the camera to simplify tracking of a person walking directly under the camera.  

J. The camera shall be offered as standard product with a clear or tinted viewing bubble. A gold, bronze or chrome viewing bubble shall be available separately as an option and shall be field replaceable.
1) Optionally, a clear or tinted rugged viewing bubble shall be available to meet stringent strength requirements exceeding that of the UL 1598 horizontal impact standard for lighting fixtures. The bubble shall be made of 3mm thick polycarbonate and be able to withstand a 100 foot-pound impact or the equivalent of a 10 lb sledgehammer being dropped from a height of 10 feet. 

K. The camera shall provide four (4) normally open or normally closed alarm input contacts and one (1) relay output. Any or all of the input contacts may be programmed upon activation to automatically move the camera to any preposition location, close the output relay for a programmed period of time, and display an alarm indication on the on-screen display of the display monitor.   

L. The camera shall accept Bosch Biphase camera control codes or customer programmed control code protocol via dip switch selectable RS232 or RS485 inputs. 

M. The camera shall be available in wall mount, pipe mount, and plenum rated suspended ceiling mounted versions. Proper mounting hardware kits, excluding pipe, shall be provided according to the model specified.

O. The camera shall be Bosch Bilinx compatible where remote control, configuration, and camera firmware updates may be accomplished via over-the-coax operation. Bilinx operation may also be functional via other modes of video transmission including fiber optic and passive UTP.   

2.03 CAMERA SPECIFICATIONS
A. Imager: ¼ inch interline transfer CCD
(EIA: 768h x 494v)  (CCIR: 752h x 582v)
B. Horizontal Resolution: 520 TVL 
C. Lens: 18x zoom (4.1 mm-73.8 mm), F1.4 to F3.0
D. Digital Zoom: 12X
E. Field of view: 2.7 to 48
F. Focus and iris: Automatic with manual override
G. Aperture correction: Horizontal and vertical

2.04 ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS
A. Camera input voltage/power: 21-28 VAC, 15 watts.
B. Video output: 1.0Vp-p ± 0.1Vp-p, 75 ohms.
C. Synchronization: Line-lock (-120 to 120 vertical phase adjust) or 
     internal crystal
D. Sensitivity: (usable video) 50 IRE, f 1.4: 0.1 lux
E. Signal to Noise Ratio: Greater than 50 dB.
 
2.05 MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS
A. Weight: 
Pendant version: 8 lb (3.69 kg)
Suspended ceiling version: 6 lb (2.7 kg) 
B. Pan/tilt: 360 continuous pan; -5 to 90 tilt from horizontal plane.
C. Pre-position speed: 360/sec. .50 accuracy.
D. Variable speed: 120/sec.

2.06 ENVIRONMENTAL SPECIFICATIONS
A. Humidity: 0% to 90% relative, non-condensing.
B. Operating temperature: 14F to +122F (-10C to +50C).
C. Housing Ratings:
Pendant mount: NEMA 3 and IP54 Certified.
Suspended ceiling rating: Plenum rated

2.07 AGENCY APPROVALS
A. Safety: CE, UL, 





The product specified shall be the Bosch Model G3AM Monochrome Series camera system.
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